Effect of cold-weeks and Bonzi drenches on appearance of 6” ‘Calgary’ tulips. Cold weeks vary between panels from 14-23 weeks. In each panel, L to R: Control, 1 and 2 mg Bonzi applied as a soil drench 1-2 days after placing in the greenhouse. 2002.
Effect of cold-weeks and Bonzi drenches on appearance of 6” ‘Calgary’ tulips. Cold weeks vary between panels from 12-24 weeks. In each panel, L to R: Control, 1 and 2 mg Bonzi applied as a soil drench 1-2 days after placing in the greenhouse. 2003.
Effect of cold-weeks and Bonzi drenches on appearance of 6” ‘Calgary’ tulips. Cold weeks vary between panels from 12-24 weeks. In each panel, L to R: Control, 1 and 2 mg Bonzi applied as a soil drench 1-2 days after placing in the greenhouse. 2004.